Campus Reconnect

Reacclimating to campus
life through safe practices

The return to campus has many students and
professionals excited about reconnecting with friends
and colleagues. As students reengage in normal
chapter operations, so comes the opportunity to
partake in a variety of social experiences.
Created through a strategic partnership between
Plaid and Favor & Company, Campus Reconnect
is a comprehensive online course that covers the
most important areas related to alcohol and other
substances, hazing, event and crisis management,
sexual assault, and mental health.

Joining the Conversation

Hosting on Plaid’s LMS
If your organization does not have a
Learning Management System, Plaid
will provide log in
instructions for your members to create
an account on our LMS.

Concerns on how to safely host and attend events
Organizations have a desire for members to receive
education and resources on how to:
•
•
•
•

Follow policies
Implement safe event practices
How to manage event atendee behavior
Select appopriate themes

Concerns regarding risky behaviors
Organizations are concerned about providing targeted
risk prevention education on:
•
•
•
•
•

Eradicating harmful behaviors
Identifying risky behavior
Knowing what resources are available
Understanding consequences
Thinking critically

Concerns on fostering member connections
Organizations have expressed worry with the lack of
institutional knowledge being passed down between
classes. These concerns include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Hosting on
Organization’s LMS
Plaid can provide the SCORM file so
your organization can offer the course
on your LMS.

Customer Support
Plaid handles all customer
support concerns and provides
solutions to issues in a timely manner.

Connecting multiple classes of members
Developing young student leaders
Improving alumni relations
Creating excitement for new programs and experiences
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Purpose Keeping students safe
For some members, they might remember what
campus and the social experience was like before
the pandemic. For many, they may have never
participated in an on-campus experience. Whether
they’ve been a member of your chapter for a few
years or they’ve joined recently, having a safe,
meaningful, and enjoyable chapter
experience is the primary goal.

The focus of this course is to help members
achieve that goal when they return to campus.
There will likely be a lot of opportunities
to reunite and attend events this semester.
This course is designed to prepare members
for when they reconnect with their campus
and their fellow chapter members so that
their decisions align with their personal and
organizational values.

What to Expect
• This course is designed to be a brief refresher on some
important topics related to the campus experience.
• This course will touch on important topics like alcohol and
other substances, hazing, event safety, sexual misconduct,
and mental health.
• This course will provide members with resources and
information so they can be prepared to have a safe and
successful semester.

Pre-Program Assessment
This assesment will include questions that
focus on individual experiences in the last
year as a member of your organization
and is approved and adapted by from a
survey by Dr.Patrick Biddix at the Postsecondary Education Research Center.

Event & Crisis Management
• Planning & Managing Safe Events
• How to be a Safe Event Attendee
• Resources for Events &
Managing Crisis

Alcohol & Other Substances
• How alcohol affects the body
• Facts and figures around
alcohol consumption

• Laws surrounding alcohol
• Types of drugs & their effects on

Hazing
• What is hazing?
• Consequences
• Intervention

the body

Pre-Program Assessment

Pre-Program Assessment

• Healthy Relationships & Consent
• Consequences of Sexual Miscoduct
• Intervention & Support Resources

This course provides information about
common mental health issues, how to
recognize mental health issues with yourself and others, & provide resources for
dealing with these issues.
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